
ISA REFRIGERATED DISPLAYS
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
DAILY
wDO - Clean and sanitise all serving areas and work surfaces with a

suitable food-safe sanitiser and a soft cloth. Avoid using any abrasive 
cleaners or cloths as these will scratch any shiny or plastic surfaces.
wDO - Makes sure that any sliding closures or night curtains are put in

place when the cabinet is not being used or at quieter times. This 
helps maintain even temperatures in the cabinet, can help reduce 
humidity and condensation build up and will help prevent any foreign 
bodies contaminating the products on display.
wDO NOT - Leave any scoops or paddles in the cabinet overnight.

These should be cleaned and sanitised at least on a daily basis.
wDO NOT - Block any air vents, ensure that there is adequate airflow

around the cabinet to provide sufficient cooling.
wDO NOT - Spray any liquids directly at any of the electronic controls

or through any vents or louvres on the cabinet.

WEEKLY
wDO - Remove all of you products or Napoli containers from the

display and store these in an alternative fridge/freezer overnight. 
wDO - Switch OFF the display cabinet at the main power switch and

leave the cabinet to FULLY DEFROST overnight. This allows any ice 
which may have formed on the evaporator to melt. Failure to do this 
will lead to excessive ice formation which in turn will reduce the
airflow around the cabinet causing the temperature to fluctuate,
possibly damaging your product and the cabinet.
wDO - Clean and sanitise the internal surfaces of the display cabinet

with a suitable food-safe sanitiser and a soft cloth. Avoid using and 
abrasive cleaners or cloths as these can scratch shiny or plastic 
surfaces.
wDO NOT - Use excessive amounts of water when cleaning the inside

of the display as it will leak through the base of the cabinet potentially 
damaging components or the floor on which the cabinet stands.
*Failure to fully defrost your refrigerated display cabinet at least once 
every seven days may result in premature component failure and will 
result in a non-warranty service call.

MONTHLY
wDO - Remove any air filters and wash these in the sink to remove any
dust or debris build up. Ensure the filter is dry before re-installing.
wDO - Using a vacuum cleaner, remove any dust or debris from the

areas around the air vents and if it’s accessible, vacuum away any 
dust which may have accumulated on the evaporator fins.
wDO - Visually check that none of the air vents are obstructed by

packaging etc. which might be being stored in or around the cabinet.
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SWITCH OFF AND FULLY DEFROST
ONCE EVERY 7 DAYS

CLEAN AIR FILTERS AT LEAST
ONCE A MONTH


